
Flying Lure Softbait QFLR36 5cm

Flying Lure

Product number: FL02-14

Flying Lure as seen on US 
TV

Weight: 0.002 kg
12,95 € * 12,95 €

How it works

The Flying Lure´s forward swimming motion ist he result of ist precisely balanced, hydrodynamic design. 
Picture a sail-plane riding an air current or a bird gliding across a pond. Now, imagine a lure swimming 
through the water in the same manner, riding the lift generated by the hydrofoil effect of its shape, much the 
way the wings of the glider and the bird keep them aloft. On entry into the water, the special weighting of 
the Flying Lure maximize the amount of continued forward lure movement that results from the momentum 
of the cast. But the lure´s design actually cause it to swim in the direction it´s aimed without that initial 
momentum. Cast towards a dock or a patch of surface matted vegetation, and the Flying Lure swims 
underneath the overhead cover. Pull it towards you a few feet and drop the rod tip .. the Flying Lure swims 
right back in the direction it came from. It´s so uncanny that few people can believe it until they see it 
happen with their own eyes. Cast lure toward the area you wish to fish. When lure lands in the water, let it 
sink on a semi-slack line – like a plastic worm. Instead of sinking straight down, the lure glides through the 
water away from the fisherman and toward the fish – penetrating the cover you have cast at. A pull on the 
line makes the lure rise to the surface while wobbling. It can be released at any time to swim back into the 
same cover.colors may vary!!

Cast UNDERNEATH washed out banks.
Present your lure FAR UNDERNEATH a dock, where no cast can reach.
Cast UNDER moored boats.
Cast FAR UNDER floating weeds – pads, hydrilla etc.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=79878752b3d441ecea64f62114fc5d07

